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Dear Editor of JMCR,

We are submitting our revised paper entitled **Embryonic Paratesticular Rhabdomyosarcoma Case report**

**Reference number: _1532439887435222 _article.**


We do like to thank you for your valuable remarks and we do want to thank reviewers for their comments and their time. Indeed, all sent remarks have contributed to enhance the value of our work, correct and complete missing items in the paper.

We do share the reviewers exchange regarding all raised issues; hence we have proceeded to correct all suggestion.

In addition, all suggested revisions were achieved and all recommended changes were done.

Anyway, we do still believe that our paper has the potential allowing the clarification of diagnosis and therapeutical attitudes.

In addition, the particular clinical features are of great interest for clinicians dealing with any pathological features discussed in the paper. In fact, this paper has multiple components that are of interests for urologists, internal medicine, anesthesia, oncologists, general practitioners.

We do hope that our manuscript will find the acceptance for publication in your journal and kind regards,

Dr. Ahmed Amine Bouchikhi